Abstract. The Agent in Grid (AiG) project attempts to integrate the concept of the Grid and an agent-based system to facilitate efficient resource management in the Grid. In this paper, we present preliminary considerations concerning multiple equivalent simultaneous offers strategy that can be used in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) negotiations. These negotiations are the key part of the main use case scenarios within the AiG project. In this context, first, we describe the AiG system. Second, we introduce the simultaneous offer strategy, as a mechanism known from economy, and suggest an approach for using it in the AiG negotiations.
1. Introduction. The context for the presented work is provided by the Agents in Grid project (AiG; [16, 17, 23] ) that aims at creating a management system for the Grid computing resources. The system utilizes the concept of software agents that can act flexibly in a dynamic and uncertain environment, where resources can appear and disappear at any time. Furthermore, the AiG project integrates business principles, by allowing users to earn money by offering resources, or to pay for the use of available resources. The key part of the realization of this economic model is the negotiation process that should lead to contracts beneficial to the engaged parties. In the AiG project, negotiations materialize in the two main scenarios: (i) when the user would like to execute her job and is searching for resources that satisfy her needs, (ii) when a resource owner is seeking a team to join, to earn money. Here, we are confronted with one of the key assumptions behind the AiG project. Based on the analysis of working conditions of volunteer systems (e.g. seti@home; [32] ), and taking into account progress in the development of agent systems (their capability for autonomously reaching an agreement [33] ) it was stipulated that agents that offer their resources to earn money should work in teams.
In this way, teams should be able to deliver results even if some members disappear without warning (for more details, see [16] ).
Observe that negotiations taking place in the AiG project have to take into account multiple attributes. In an example given in [23] simple job execution negotiations involved simultaneous evaluation of price, job start time and job end time. Currently, after the AiG ontology was fully developed (see, [22] for more details), truly multi-criterial negotiations can be used. Note that in both negotiation scenarios introduced above, the negotiation strategy is constrained by the following conditions: (1) no information about the preferences of the other participant(s) in the negotiation, and (2) the agreement reached should be optimal to both negotiating parties.
Let us observe that recent studies in social psychology and economics [1, 2] have shown that using a strategy based on multiple offers is more profitable than a strategy based on a single offer. Here, the proposer can choose combinations of parameter values in such a way to obtain equivalent offers i.e. they generate equal values of the proposer's utility function. On the other hand, the second party in negotiations is more likely to be satisfied with one of these offers. Taking this into account, in this paper we would like to consider how the multi-offer mechanism can be introduced into the AiG system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the AiG system. Next, in section 3, the related work concerning multi-offer negotiations is reviewed. We follow, in section 4, with a description how to generate multiple equivalent offers in the AiG, and suggests how to model this strategy in the context of the AiG system. We conclude with a summary and description of future work. 2.1. AiG infrastructure. Let us start from a high-level overview of the AiG system. The AiG approach is based on (i) software agents that facilitate resource management in the Grid [15] , and (ii) use of ontology for knowledge representation, and semantic data processing for knowledge utilization. As mentioned before, the AiG system constitutes a "return" to the roots of Grid computing, where providers were to sell their resources in the Grid, while their customers were to pay for the resource use. In other words, the AiG project attempts at (re)integrating business mechanisms into the Grid. This being the case, in the system we distinguish two roles, which are interchangeable: resource (service) provider and client (resource consumer). Finally, the key part of the proposed approach is: combining agent into teams. As stated above, this is a result of an analysis of realistic situations that take place in the global Grid. Here, the global Grid is contrasted with the local Grid, where resources run under control of one or more administrators. Let us now summarize main assumptions that have been driving the development of the agent aspect of the system: (i) Users and workers in the system are represented by LAgents.
(ii) Agents work in teams [16, 17] .
(iii) Each team is managed by its leader, the LMaster agent.
(iv) Client Information Center (represented by the CIC agent) plays the role of a central repository, where information about all teams and their member workers is stored [25] .
(v) In addition to the LMaster one of the worker agents plays a role of LMirror. This agent stores a copy of the information necessary for the team to persist in the case when the LMaster crashes.
The proposed approach can be thus represented in the form of a Use Case Diagram depicted in Fig. 2 .1. The work of the system is structured around two main scenarios: a user who wants to execute a job, and a user who tries to join a team. In the first scenario, when the user is seeking a team to execute her job, she specifies job constraints via web application that is ontology-driven and transforms the constraints into an ontology fragment. Next, using a special Gateway Agent, the interface forwards this fragment to the LAgent. The LAgent contacts the CIC to obtain the list of teams that can execute the job (under the defined constraints).
Next, the Iterated FIPA Contract Net Protocol [26] is applied to negotiate the Service Level Agreement (SLA). The second, team joining, scenario is very similar. The only difference is in the constraints passed by the LAgent to the CIC. Here, the CIC is matching the description of the potential worker against requirements of teams that would like to have more members. In the context of this paper, the crucial observation is that the Iterated FIPA Contract Net Protocol can be modified to support the multi-offer strategy. Recall that the negotiation process covers multiple parameters and decisions about joining a team, accepting new workers, choosing a team to execute a job, or accepting to execute a job involve multi-criteria analysis (see section 2.3).
2.2. Ontologies in the system. The representation of the knowledge with ontologies has recently attracted attention, as a promising approach to development of a new generation of information systems (including the Semantic Web). Furthermore, agreeing with J. Hendler, who in [14] argued that software agents and ontologies should work very well together; it was decided that in the AiG system all concepts will be ontologically represented. Thus, the envisaged ontology had to encompass the structure of the Grid, the characteristics of the resources, and the negotiations that occur in both scenarios.
Preliminary research in this area involved analyzing existing Grid ontologies (see [18] ). On the basis of this analysis it was concluded that the closest and the most adequate ontology, for the AiG system, was the Core Grid Ontology (CGO ; [19, 20] ). However, some modifications and extensions had to be brought to this solution, especially so that it would include concepts related to the SLA. The complete description of the resulting ontology can be found in [21, 22] . Here, let us briefly outline its main features. For better modularity, and thus maintainability, we have split the constructed ontology into three (sub)ontologies:
1. AiG Grid Ontology, which is an extension of the original CGO that adds additional classes and properties that make specifying the hardware and software configuration of a Grid resource easier and more complete. 2. AiG Conditions Ontology, which contains concepts necessary to describe the terms of contracts between entities that are involved in business relationships: (a) the LAgent representing a user offering its resources and the LMaster looking for workers, and (b) the LAgent looking for a team to execute a job and the LMaster representing teams offering to run this job. 3. AiG Messages Ontology is used internally by the proposed solution and contains definitions of messages that can be exchanged between agents.
2.3. Negotiations in the system. Human negotiation is a daily act; we negotiate at work, at home, in the political domain, as well as in trading. Generally, stakeholders negotiate in order to reach an agreement, which satisfies their respective interests. Automated negotiations have the same goal, but they use software tools to assist negotiators to express their preferences, to accelerate reaching an agreement (even in complex situations [35] ), and to help making a good decision. In our case, we must facilitate negotiations in the two scenarios mentioned earlier: (i) a user has some requirements concerning resource(s) needed to execute a job, while the resource owner wishes to maximize her gain, (ii) a prospective worker who wants to "sell" a resource is negotiating with a team that would like to assure an appropriate contract with the new worker. To reach agreement automated negotiations of the SLA between both parties are utilized. Based on earlier work [21] , our ontology allows to consider, among others, the following parameters in the first scenario: (i) job execution start and end time, (ii) penalty for delay of job execution, and (iii) price. Parameters that can be negotiated in second scenario are (this list is, again, not exhaustive) : (i) revenue, (ii) contract duration, (iii) possibility to extend contract, and (iv) guaranteed utilization. Obviously, we deal with multi-attribute negotiations that can generate complications on several levels: generating offers, evaluating proposals, guessing negotiator preferences, etc.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that autonomous negotiations, and the SLA management, are a key part of the AiG system (see [23] for more details). To be sure that the negotiation reaches its goal, we should choose protocols and strategies appropriate for the situation. Therefore, after considering the European projects integrating business and Grid infrastructure [24] , it was decided to base the negotiations on the FIPA Iterated Contract-Net Protocol [26] , to give the possibility for the user to modify his offer if no team presented an acceptable offer. Here, negotiations can involve both negotiable, e.g. deadline penalty, job execution timeline, and static parameters, e.g. resource description provided by the user. Fig. 2 .2 represents the sequence diagram of a situation when a user is attempting to execute a job (with a help of her LAgent ). The LAgent registers with the CIC, if not registered already. Afterwards, it requests from the CIC a list of teams that have workers representing resources meeting the criteria. As a result the CIC agent responds with a list of LMaster agents representing suitable teams. After that, the LAgent negotiates directly with the LMaster s. In the initial step, the LAgent sends out the Call-For-Proposal (CFP) message to all LMaster s of teams acquired from the CIC. On the basis of the CFP, LMaster s prepare their responses.
Responses from the LMaster s can have the following forms: (1) refusal (an ACL Refuse message), or (2) a specific offer (an ACL Propose message). The LAgent awaits a predefined time for responses and then finds the best of them using a multi-criteria analysis (MCA). The team that has the best offer is selected to execute the job. If no acceptable offer is received, a revised CFP is sent to as selected subset of participants, while others are removed from further considerations. In this paper we consider possibility of further developing/extending the negotiation mechanism through application of the Multiple Equivalent Simultaneous Offers strategy, which is introduced in the next section.
3. Multiple Equivalent Simultaneous Offers strategy. Multiple Equivalent Simultaneous Offers (MESOs) [1] is a technique used in negotiations where a set of attributes is involved. The principle is to make multiple offers at once. One negotiating party should make offers having the same utility and different values for individual parameters. In this case, the client will have more chance to be satisfied by an offer and thus negotiators are more likely to reach an agreement.
Recent research in social psychology and economy suggests that the choice of negotiation strategy based on the simultaneous offers is more profitable than the unique offer. A number of scholars have conducted studies and published articles related to the MESOs. Authors in [1] have demonstrated numerous benefits (distributive, integrative, and interpersonal) of making MESOs by conducting four online experiments, in which participants were offered a single offer, or two offers. Here, authors believe that the use of MESOs allows negotiators to get more information about each other across subsequent negotiation rounds and to achieve better overall outcomes. Other research ( [3] ), shows that negotiators who use MESOs achieve better outcomes than those who make a single packaged offer, without sacrificing relationships or losing credibility. While there is not a fixed (best overall) number of offers, authors of [2] suggest to present no more than three offers at a time. Similarly, according to [4] , three equivalent offers can be a good strategy. Here, authors describe a software company that, in financial negotiations, presented three equivalent software packages to its clients at once: for example, a $1 million package with payment in 30 days, the same software for $1.5 million with payment in 120 days, and an enhanced package for $1.35 million with a 30-day payment. This strategy received a positive response from the customers, and profits of the company rose. Yinping Y et. al. confirmed in [5] the effectiveness of a novel strategy based on simultaneous equivalent offers to make a significant positive impact on both the economic and social-psychological outcomes of negotiations. Authors of [28] opt for multiple offers to decrease the number of negotiation rounds. They exposed the difficulties of generating multiple equivalent offers. To solve the problem, they started from the idea of finding equivalent offers in the sense that they have the same utility value. The solution was to change the values of various attributes and adjust the price to balance the offer to the desired utility value. Finally, O. Kivanc has shown in [29] that when MESO is applied, the customer's utility increases significantly without decreasing the buyer's utility. To generate multiple offers in the automated negotiations, he has utilized graph-based statistical clustering to partition the space of the offers .
Based on these considerations, it can be stipulated that in an environment of an open business Grid, like that considered in the AiG project, simultaneous equivalent offers could increase the chances to reach success in negotiations between team leaders and a new worker (team joining scenario), or between team leaders and a user that tries to contract a job execution (job executing scenario). In fact, a user or a new worker, will more likely be satisfied by one of the offers from the set proposed by the teams, which can reduce the number of rounds of negotiations.
Therefore, in what follows, we suggest how the AiG system can be modified to use simultaneous equivalent offers, instead of the basic single offer iterative strategy.
Multiple Equivalent Simultaneous
Offers strategy in the AiG system. 4.1. Generating multiple equivalent offers in the AiG. The AiG approach uses autonomous SLA negotiations, facilitated by agents representing Grid resource providers and consumers. Using the MESO strategy in the project makes us ponder the necessary changes in the team joining and the job execution scenarios. Currently, when the LAgent sends a CFP to a list of teams, each one of them answers with a single offer. However, when the MESO approach is to be used, each response would contain a set of offers (Fig. 4.1) covering the space of possible deals acceptable to the given team. Note that this would, among others, require modification the ontology so that one message could contain several offers. Let us now see in details how offers can be prepared in an example of the job execution scenario: user is looking for a team to commission job to be executed on a resource that should run Windows Vista SP2 operating system. He would like to meet the deadline 20 of September 2013, with a penalty of at least 10 monetary units for the delay of contract completion. Furthermore, the maximum price that can be charged for the job is 100 monetary units. First, our user would specify resource requirements using the ontology-driven GUI (see, [34] ). These requirements would be forwarded to the LAgent that would communicate with the CIC to find teams that satisfy them. The user would also provide its LAgent with contract conditions that would be used in negotiations. In such negotiations, first, a CFP message is sent by the LAgent to the LMaster s of the selected teams. Note that all information exchanged in the system (including requirements and contract offer) is ontologically demarcated. In this example, we use three negotiation parameters: deadline penalty, job execution time line, and payment conditions with three properties: (i) delay penalty, (ii) fixed utilization price, and (iii) lead time. For each of these parameters the user specifies its importance by assigning weight that are later used in the MCA.
The following snippet shows declaration of selected properties, classes and a simple class expression with restrictions on the contract, where the required resource should run Windows Vista SP2 operating system, the deadline penalty should be at least 10 , the fixed resource utilization price less than 100 and the execution job should meet the deadline of 20 of September 2013: 
<!−− h t t p : / / g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y # c o n t r a c t e d R e s o u r c e −−> <o w l : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t=" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #c o n t r a c t e d R e s o u r c e ">

u t=" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #J o b E x e c u t i o n C o n d i t i o n s " /> < r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t=" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #W o r k e r C o n t r a c t C o n d i t i o n s " />
<!−− h t t p : / / g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y # f i x e d U t i l i z a t i o n P r i c e −−> <o w l : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t=" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #f i x e d U t i l i z a t i o n P r i c e "> < r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&ow l ; F u n c t i o n a l P r o p e r t y " /> <r d f s : c o m m e n t r d f : d a t a t y p e="&x s d ; s t r i n g "> A p r i c e f o r t h e a v a i l a b i l i t y o f a r e s o u r c e p a i d i r r e s p e c t i v e o f o f f e r e d / u s e d S e r v i c e C h a r g a b l e I t e m s . </ r d f s : c o m m e n t> <r d f s : d o m a i n r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #P a y m e n t C o n d i t i o n s " /> < r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #P r i c i n g " /> </ o w l : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y> <!−− h t t p : / / g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y # j o b E x e c u t i o n T i m e l i n e
<!−− h t t p : / / g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y # p a y m e n t C o n d i t i o n s
<!−− h t t p : / / g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y # d e a d l i n e P e n a l t y −−>
<o w l : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t=" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #d e a d l i n e P e n a l t y "> <r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e="&ow l ; F u n c t i o n a l P r o p e r t y " /> <r d f s : d o m a i n r d f : r e s o u r c e=" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #J o b E x e c u t i o n C o n d i t i o n s " /> <r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&x s d ; f l o a t " /> </ o w l : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y>
<!−− h t t p : / / g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y # o f f P e a k T i m e P r i c e −−>
<o w l : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t=" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #o f f P e a k T i m e P r i c e "> <r d f s : d o m a i n r d f : r e s o u r c e=" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #P r i c i n g " /> <r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&x s d ; f l o a t " /> </ o w l : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y> 
<!−− h t t p : / / g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y # J o b E x e c u t i o n C o n d i t i o n s
<!−− h t t p : / / g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y # P a y m e n t C o n d i t i o n s −−>
<o w l : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t=" h t t p : // g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y #P a y m e n t C o n d i t i o n s " /> The CFP is equivalent to: In response to such CFP, the LMaster s may respond with job execution contract offers. Contract offer presented below specifies the fixed utilization price to be 100, the deadline penalty to be 10 and the job deadline to be 20 of September 2013. In what follows, we represent this offer as: Of f er1 = (100, 10, 20/09/2013). As mentioned before, in the multiple-offer approach there is more than one offer to be made by each team. However, it is assumed all of them have the same utility. Thus, we have to evaluate Of f er1, which combines multiple attributes. According to the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT; [30] ), each team has a (private) utility function (U p (v), U d (v), U j (v)) for each criterion (fixedUtilizationPrice, deadlinePenalty and jobExecutionTimeline respectively). The utility function expresses the team's evaluation of each value in the criterion's domain.
<!−− h t t p : / / g r i d a g e n t s . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t / A i G C o n d i t i o n s O n t o l o g y # P r i c i n g −−>
To define the attribute's utility function we refer to [31] . For each attribute, the team chooses a minimum (a), a maximum (c) and a best (b) values. On their basis we can distinguish three cases:
(i) In many situations, when the minimum is considered the best, appropriate equation is as follows:
(ii) When the maximum value is considered the best, the utility function can be defined as:
(iii) Finally, when the best utility is placed in between the minimum and the maximum, the following equation is considered to be the most adequate:
Now we must look at the overall offer. In our example, weight is assigned to each criteria, and W p , W d and W j are the weights for fixedUtilizationPrice, deadlinePenalty and jobExecutionTimeline, respectively. Note here that those weights are different from those of the user; they concern teams' assessment of importance of each criterion. Here, the method of assigning weights is out of scope of this paper.
The combination of attribute values in the offer gives a particular utility value according to the utility formula expressed as follows:
Recall that offers equivalent to the previous ones (but with a different attribute combination), should have the same utility value for the team:
U tility(of f er1) = U tility(of f er2) (4.5)
To solve this problem, we have decided to use the method proposed in [28] . The idea is to change the values of various attributes and to balance to the same utility value of the first offer by adjusting the cost. In our case we suggest to apply random values dR for the deadlinePenalty and jR for jobExecutionTimeline. Thus we have:
where x is the value of the price that we have to look for, in order to satisfy equation (4.3). Then we deduce that:
Therefore, generating another offer means finding a price that brings to the team the utility expressed in equation (4.5) .
We can generate additional offers by adopting the same method. Note that this method is also suitable for the team joining scenario, for instance by considering in the offer the following attributes: contract Period, Availability, guaranteed utilization and payment.
The next section presents messages exchanged in the AiG negotiations process that implement the above approach. These messages will be exchanged in the context of a modified FIPA Iterated contract net protocol.
MESOs modeling.
Following the guidelines found in [1] , we fix the number of offers generated by teams to no more than three.
There are two possibilities of handling the MESO in the AiG, depending on the possibility to assemble offers in a single message. Note that we initially illustrate the different approaches using a simplified version of the protocol -FIPA Contract Net Protocol. Only later, we present the adopted solution in the context of the Iterated FIPA Contract Net Protocol.
Single
Propose message including multiple offers. Here, a Propose message can contain more than one offer, and each LMaster sends one Propose message with a list of offers included. The Accept-Proposal sent to the LMaster of a chosen team contains reference to the accepted offer (Fig. 4.2 ).
A separate
Propose message for each offer. In the second approach, each Propose message contains a single offer. The LMaster of the selected team receives an Accept-Proposal message for the accepted offer and the Refuse-Proposal messages for the remaining offers (Fig. 4.3 ).
Proposed solution.
To generate a smaller number of messages, and because handling a set of offers jointly is more clear conceptually and easier practically, we opt for the first solution, where all offers are sent in a single message. Here, the response of the LAgent, will be unique and will use the already implemented solution, with the only difference that it will specify (in the Accept-Proposal message) the offer that was selected, among the received ones. However, as a result, we need to change our ontology, by adding an identifier to the offer accepted for the contract (in the Accept-Proposal message). The Propose message has also to be changed, to allow it to contain a list of offers. Fig. 4 .4 presents a sequence diagram for the modified Iterated FIPA Contract Net Protocol that is to be utilized in the AiG project to support multiple offers. The modified messages exchanged in the team joining negotiation scenario, which are very similar to the job execution scenario, are as follows:
1. Teams submit to the CIC characteristics of their potential workers. 2. The LAgent, representing the user, sends an ACL message of type CFP, that contains the description of worker's resource (resource that it is willing to offer e.g. available software, operating system, processor type, etc.) and constraints concerning contract terms, such as the contract length.
3. A message of type Propose sent by the LMaster containing details of the multiple (though no more than three) contracts offers it is proposing to the LAgent.
If it's the last round: (i) Messages of type Accept-Proposal and Refuse-Proposal are sent respectively to the LMaster of the selected offer (specifying, which offer was accepted), and to the remaining LMaster agents,
(ii) Inform-Done message sent by the LMaster that received the Accept-Proposal. If this is not the last round, revised CFP is send to a selected subset of LMasters, and rejections to the others.
Concluding remarks.
Multiple equivalent simultaneous offers is a novel strategy that begins to play an important role in the field of economics. A project that will include an economic aspect, such as the AiG, should consider using this technique, in order to benefit from its advantages.
The goal of this paper was to discuss how to integrate the MESOs in a multi-attribute negotiation within an agent-based Grid resource management system. Thus, we had to consider generating a package of offers in an environment where no information about negotiator preferences is available. Since this is the first attempt at integrating the multiple equivalent offers strategy into negotiations in the AiG project, there are still some adaptations to be made, especially to the ontology. Also, we should note that this strategy requires a complex preparations prior to the negotiation, and a question that remains open is, will it be always possible to generate multiple offers. Filling these gaps and implementing the approach are our next research goals. The implementation will help us to compare MESO with single strategy and to evaluate experimentally what happens the number of simultaneous offers is changing.
